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Abstract
Automatic gender detection is a process of determining the gender of a human according to the characteristic
properties that represent the masculine and feminine attributes of a subject. Automatic gender detection is
used in many areas such as customer behaviour analysis, robust security system construction, resource man-
agement, human-computer interaction, video games, mobile applications, neuro-marketing etc., in which
manual gender detection may be not feasible. In this study, we have developed a fully automatic system that
uses the 3D anthropometric measurements of human subjects for gender detection. A Kinect 3D camera was
used to recognize the human posture, and body metrics are used as features for classification. To classify
the gender, KNN, SVM classifiers and Neural Network were used with the parameters. A unique dataset
gathered from 29 female and 31 male (a total of 60 people) participants was used in the experiment and
the Leave One Out method was used as the cross-validation approach. The maximum accuracy achieved is
96.77% for SVM with an MLP kernel function.
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1. Introduction

Automatic gender detection is a process of determining the gender of a human according to
the characteristic properties that represent his/her masculinity or femininity. Gender detection is
used in many areas, such as personalization and recommender systems [1], behaviour analysis
[2], consumer research [3], digital forensics [4], security and biometrics [5], human computer
interaction [6], mobile applications [7], etc.
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Traditional approaches for gender recognition include face recognition [6] and handwriting
analysis [4]. Some studies showed that the posture of human bodies can be used for gender clas-
sification [8–10]. The approaches for gender detection based on data derived from the human
body can be classified as appearance-based and non-appearance-based [11]. The appearance-
based approaches use static body features (such as face, fingernail, body shape [12] etc.), dy-
namic body features (gesture, motion, gait etc.), and apparel features (clothing, footwear etc.).
The non-appearance-based approaches use biometric features (fingerprint, iris, ear, skin colour
[13] etc.), bio-signals (DNA, EEG etc.), and social information (blog, email, handwriting etc.) for
gender detection. The most commonly used features for gender detection are the features gath-
ered from the human face [14, 15]. The face information is used not only for gender detection,
but also for subject identification, age detection, emotion prediction etc. In order to use face im-
ages for gender detection, high resolution (HR) images acquired from a right angle that capture
all parts of the face are needed. However, in daily life it is not practical to obtain HR face images
because of the distance between the face and the camera, and the orientation angle between the
camera and the subject being imaged. Finally, when some parts of the face are occluded, its im-
age might be not usable for gender detection. In order to overcome this difficulty, the whole-body
properties are used for gender detection. While considering the whole body as an input to gender
detection, different measurements, such as: anthropometric [16], gait and motion properties [17]
of a human, kinematical, dynamical, and motor control parameters of human skeleton and limbs
[18] can be used. Low-cost range sensors such as a Kinect sensor (Microsoft, Redmond, WA,
USA) are able to track the orientation and position of a human body and its limbs, and can be
used to measure the anthropometric dimensions of a human [19]. Furthermore, the accuracy of
measurements performed by a Kinect sensor was validated with metrological methods [20].

In this paper, an automatic gender detection system is proposed, which uses the anthropo-
metric measurements of the human skeleton. The anthropometric measurements determine the
size- and shape-related descriptors of a human body that are used in several domains of appli-
cation, such as clothes, equipment and application materials, ergonomics and architecture. The
measured objects include height, width and weight of a human body and its parts [21]. Since
the body proportions are different for men and women, the coordinates of joints provided by the
motion tracking technology enable to find individual measurements of lengths and proportions of
humans [22]. Our approach is based on determining lengths between the joint points and heights
of individuals. To verify this approach, the accuracy of gender detection is experimentally tested
using 60 subjects in different age ranges. The 3D coordinates of joint points are obtained by a 3D
camera. To predict the gender according to the features obtained by the measurements of lengths
between joints and height of a subject, K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN), Artificial Neural Network
(ANN), and Support Vector Machine (SVM) are used.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the approaches used for gender detec-
tion with gait, anthropometric, gesture and body metric methods. Section 3 presents in detail the
methods of collecting the data and obtaining the features employed in the study and explains the
classification methods that are used. The results of the experiments are presented in Section 4.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related work

The body-based gender detection studies can be categorized into four groups: 1) gait-based;
2) based on anthropometric measurements; 3) motion-based approaches; and 4) a combined ap-
proach using both gait and anthropometric measurements. In this section, we first summarize the
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gait-based and gesture-based approaches and then we focus on studying the use of anthropomet-
ric measurements, as well as combined gait and anthropometric measurements.

Body motions during walking were analysed to predict the gender in many studies with the
image-based gait analysis, and the studies [23, 24] and [25] achieved accuracy rates of 83%,
94% and 96%, respectively. High accuracy rates are achieved even without using HR images.
Subject identification and gender detection can be done with the help of human silhouettes while
walking [24].

For gender detection, Cao et al. [26], Guo et al. [27] and Collins et al. [28] used all body
parts identified from 2D video images to extract the walking features of a person and to classify
them according to the gender. Miyamoto and Aoki [29] used the time series variation, which
was normalized with a linear interpolation of the joint positions taken from a Kinect v2, to de-
termine the significant features for gender detection. In the study, not only three-dimensional
coordinates of joint positions were used, but also projections of joints from a 3D space onto a
2D plane according to the exposure angle. The authors used SVM as the classifier to predict the
gender, reaching accuracy of 99.12% with 12 subjects (six males and six females). Although
gait-based approaches do not require HR images, one drawback of them is that they require the
images of the full walking period of a person, which is not always possible in crowded urban
environments.

To predict the human gender, gestures of the human body was used by Won et al. [30]. In the
study, the non-verbal behaviours were used to predict the human gender. With different postures
of twelve men and twelve women, their gestures were captured in front of a Kinect camera
and used as the training data. The angles between shoulders and neck of human gestures were
extracted as the movement features, and the lengths of body parts were extracted as the static
length features for classification into ten different postures. After using a standard technique of
reducing the number of features, top ten features were selected to classify the gender, reaching
accuracy of 83%.

The gender detection approaches based on anthropometric measurements can be divided into
2 groups. The first group uses 2D anthropometric measurements, while the second group uses
3D measurements. The first introduced study of 2D anthropometric measurements was proposed
by Adjeroh et al. [31] with an analysis of the correlation of anthropometric features from CAE-
SAR database [32]. Also, by using anthropometric features a copula model was proposed using
the same CAESAR database by Cao et al. [33] to the prediction of gender and weight. The pro-
posed method using a combination of the copula model and SVM gives accuracies of 99.1%
for the body-only feature, 87.4% for the head-only feature, and 99,4% for both head and body
features.

To predict the gender from still images using the human metrology was also studied with
ratios of anthropometric measurements for the LUPI (Learning Using Privilege Information)
framework by Kakadiaris et al. [34], followed by a similar approach with Cao et al. [33]. In
[33], the ratios of the anthropometric measurements are more accurate than those of the actual
measurements, achieving accuracy of 98% for the LUPI framework. The study also shows the
result of 3D pose estimation algorithm to obtain joint locations in real images from the PaSC
and SARC3D datasets from 2D annotation. The best accuracy value for real images was 86%.
However, the depth information was not obtained in the anthropometric measurements.

There are only a few studies using the 3D anthropometric measurements. One of them is that
by Sandygulova et al. [32]. In the study, the predictions of gender and age of children were exper-
imentally tested for an age range between 5 and 18 for 276 boys and 152 girls. Standard machine
learning approaches were applied to features, which were obtained with Kinect by modelling
3D body metrics. The system performance was evaluated on volunteers by using an adaptive
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social robot in the wild. For gender detection, the shoulder height and hip-to-shoulder proportion
were important features for classification. The gender detection reached accuracy of 73% in the
real-time adaptive robotic system.

Another gender detection approach using the 3D anthropometric measurements was sug-
gested by Andersson et al. [35]. In that study, the gender prediction and body mass index pre-
diction were investigated using both anthropometric and gait information. Eighty features were
used for classification: the Euclidean distance of tracked joints (20 attributes), and gait attributes,
such as spatiotemporal (4 attributes) and kinematic (56 attributes). For training and testing, the
images captured from 44 individuals were used for each set. For the classification part, KNN
(K = 3), SVM and a multilayer perceptron (MLP) were used. The most accurate result of 95%
was obtained by MLP using all attributes. Using the anthropometric measurements only, MLP
achieved accuracy of 93%.

3. Materials and methods

3.1. Data collection

As no alternative datasets containing both skeleton joint position data and large enough gen-
der information were found, we have collected our own dataset. For this study, 60 volunteers (29
– female, and 31 – male, all aged between 20 to 60) participated in the experiment. The test en-
vironment, shown in Fig. 1, was located in the laboratory in Atilim University, Turkey. To record
the body metrics from volunteers, we used a KinectV1 camera.

Fig. 1. The test Environment in Atilim University.
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Each volunteer was asked to stand in a free pose in front of the camera. Each volunteer was
free to take any position or do any action for any period of time. There was no restrictions on
time because the average values of all frames were taken for each target to extract features and
generate a feature vector.

3.2. Origin of idea

To predict the human gender, differences between men and women have been investigated
in many studies, some of which are mentioned above. In our problem, the body proportions and
heights of humans are considered to predict the gender. The research proposed by Loomis [36]
gives the ideal proportions in centimetres for both genders, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The ideal gender proportions [36] in centimetres: female (left) and male (right).

The left of Fig. 2 corresponds to female and the right – to male and the proportions of each
part of the body are given in centimetres. We can see that for men and women the proportions of
some parts of the body are different. For instance, women’ hips are larger than men’ hips, and
men’ shoulders are larger than women’ shoulders. In [22], these lengths are used with the height
of humans to classify according to gender. In this study, similarly to the approach mentioned
above, we assume that the distances between joint points might change depending on the gender
of a human. Therefore, we have obtained the positions of the following joint points and performed
the feature extraction from these joint points.

3.3. Obtained joint positions and features

In this study, we have used a Microsoft Kinect 3D camera, which is a motion capturing
device. This camera not only acquires the standard RGB image of an imaged object but also
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the distance (depth information) between the object and the camera. The Kinect camera has five
components: infrared (IR) Emitter, Colour Sensor, IR Depth Sensor, Tilt Motor and Microphone
Array.

To acquire the depth image, IR Emitter emits IR light beams and IR Depth Sensor scans the
reflected beams back, whereas the depth information is measured as the distance between the
sensor and the target.

The Kinect skeletal model provides 20 joint points of a tracked person with the depth infor-
mation [37] as follows: hip centre – 1, spine – 2, shoulder centre – 3, head – 4, left shoulder – 5,
left elbow – 6, left wrist – 7, left hand – 8, right shoulder – 9, right elbow – 10, right wrist – 11,
right hand – 12, left hip – 13, left knee – 14, left ankle – 15, left foot – 16, right hip – 17, right
knee – 18, right ankle – 19, right foot –20 (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Positions of skeleton joints obtained by Kinect v1 (adopted from [38]).

These 20 joint points are used to obtain the features that are used in the classification stage.
The features are the Euclidian distance between any two joint points and the height of the target.
If it is needed to indicate with a formula, the position of a joint is shown as pi, defined as follows:

pi = (xi,yi,zi) where i ∈ {1,2,3, . . . ,20}. (1)

The Euclidian distance between the joints is defined as:

distPm,n =
2
√
(xm − xn)2 +(ym − yn)2 +(zm − zn)2, (2)

where m and n are numbers of two different joint points from 1 to 20, m,n ∈ {1,2,3, . . . ,20}.
The mentioned joint points are listed with their numbers in this section.

The distance between each joint distPm,n and any other joint is calculated using (2). There
are 190 binary combinations of twenty joint points, therefore there are 190 features. Addition-
ally, three more features (height by skeleton, height by estimation and height by wingspan) are
calculated as given by (3) and (4) [22].
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Height By Skeleton: the total length from foot to head plus half of the head height, because
the head position coordinates give the centre of the head].

Height by Skeleton = LH-SC +LSC-S +LS-HC +LHC-K +LK-A +LA-F (3)

where
LH-SC = distPhead-shoulderCentre, LSC-S = distPshoulderCentre-spine,
LH-SC = distPspine-hipCentre, LHC-K = distPhipCentre-kneeLeft/kneeRight,
LK-A = distPkneeLeft/kneeRight-ankleLeft/ankleRight, LA-F = distPankleLeft/ankleRight-footLeft/footRight.
Height By Estimation: This height calculation method depends on the idea that the whole

body is not captured by a camera and some of upper or lower parts of the body are not seen.
The proposed method [36], which recommends that the distance between shoulders and knees
is equal to 52% of the overall height according to the ideal body proportions, is applied to the
height estimation.

Height By Wingspan: This height calculation method depends on the idea that the subject is
considered to be in a sitting position. According to the ideal body proportions (Fig. 2), the length
of wingspan is equal to the height of the target.

Height by Wingspan = LHL-WL +LWL-EL +LEL-SL+

+ LSL-SC +LSC-SR +LSR-ER +LER-WR +LWR-HR
(4)

where
LHL-WL = distPhandLeft-wristLeft, LWL-EL = distPwristLeft-elbowLeft,
LEL-SL = distPelbowLeft-shoulderLeft, LSL-SC = distPshoulderLeft-shoulderCentre,
LSC-SR = distPshoulderCentre-shoulderRight, LSR-ER = distPshoulderRight-elbowRight,
LER-WR = distPelbowRight-wristRight, LWR-HR = distPwristRight-handRight.
Together with these three features, a total of 193 features are obtained for each frame. In order

to avoid any unbalanced feature number depending on a frame and some missing joints that may
be obtained by emitting the reflected IR light beams from the Kinect camera, the average values
of each feature are calculated for all frames to prepare the feature vector for the classification
stage.

While collecting the data, the actual heights of the participants were also recorded to verify
our height calculations and the ability of capturing data by the Kinect camera. When the actual
and experimental results are compared, the results are close to each other.

3.4. Feature selection methods

In the classification stage, all features were used both individually and jointly for each clas-
sification method. However, the accuracy rate may be lower when all features are used for clas-
sification. Testing each feature with different combination sizes for 193 features would be a very
time-consuming process, so that not all combinations of 193 features were tested. On the other
hand, the features should be combined based on a criterion to increase the classification accuracy.
The criterion was identified according to the accuracy rate of an individual feature performance.
Starting from feature 1 to 193, each accuracy rate of classification was checked. If the accuracy
rate was greater than 70%, the individually classified feature was selected to combine with other
selected features. Otherwise, the feature was not added to the set of selected features. After the
set of selected features was generated, an exhaustive search [39] was done to combine the se-
lected features that satisfy the criterion. Therefore, all possible combinations of selected features
were tested for KNN and SVM classifiers. For the neural network, the feature selection was not
applied because of its structure of weighted neurons.
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3.5. Classification methods

To predict the gender, we have used KNN, SVM and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) in this
study. These approaches are summarized below.

The K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) method classifies the test data by comparing them with
the K-most similar data (neighbours) in the training set; here K is the number of neighbours
considered for classification. The similarity of data is measured by a distance function which is
most commonly chosen as the Euclidean Distance:

dEuclidean(x,y) =
√

∑
i
(xi − yi)2, (5)

where xi = x1,x2, . . . ,xm and yi = y1,y2, . . . ,ym denote feature vectors.
KNN was used for gender recognition in the previous studies [40, 41].
SVM separates the data points by maximizing the distance of each class from a hyper-plane,

which intersects the feature space [42]. The classifier is constructed by finding an optimal hyper-
plane. Kernel functions are used to find an optimal hyper-plane by mapping the input space onto
a multi-dimensional feature space to separate the data points linearly. In this work, we have used
linear, quadratic, polynomial, radial basis function (RBF) and multilayer perceptron function
(MLP) kernels. For the description and formal definition of the methods refer to [43]. SVM was
also used for gender recognition in the previous studies [44, 45].

ANN is widely used in pattern recognition and also gender detection [46, 47] because of
the good performance in its applications. The ANN structure consists of layers composed of
individual neurons. Each neuron is associated with its weight which is learned during the training
stage to reduce the network error. In an ANN, there are three layers: an input layer, a hidden layer,
and an output layer. The input layer is the first layer where each sample of the network is used
as an input. The hidden layer is the second layer where the error reduction is performed in the
network. The last layer is the output layer where the desired outputs are determined with the
same number of neurons to represent each output separately.

In Fig. 4, the Neural Network is presented. There are three layers: Input Layer, Hidden Layer,
and Output Layer. In the input layer, F1, F2, . . . , F193 denote all features and w1,1, w193,n_s denote

Fig. 4. ANN Structure of the Proposed System.
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weights of the related features, where w193,n_s is a weight of input feature 193 in a neuron size
n_s (where n_s = 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45) of the hidden layer. In the hidden layer f 1 is
an activation function, S1, S2, . . . , Sn_s are weighted sums added to bias. A1,A2, . . . , An_s are
activation function results.

S1 = w1,1F1 +w1,2F2 + . . .+w1,193F193 +Bias; A1 = f (S1)

S2 = w2,1F1 +w2,2F2 + . . .+w2,193F193 +Bias; A2 = f (S2)

. . .

Sn_s = wn_s,1F1 +wn_s,2F2 + . . .+wn_s,193F193 +Bias; An_s = f (Sn_s) (6)

All procedures of the work are presented in the following algorithm.
Algorithm of the study:
– For each volunteer, repeat the following process:

• Capture all joint points’ coordinates from Kinect: pi = (xi, yi, zi) where i ∈ {1, 2, 3,
. . . , 20}

• For a joint point m,m = 1, 2, . . . , 20, calculate its distance to another joint point n, n = 1,
2, . . . , 20, where n ̸= m: Using (2)

• Calculate Height By Skeleton (HbS), Height By Estimation (HbE) and Height By
Wingspan (HbW)

• All calculated distances and heights are concatenated to create the feature vector for a
person x where x = 1, . . . , 60, PxFeatures: PxFeatures = [distP1,1, distP1,2, . . . , distP20,19,
HbS, HbE, HbW]

– Each feature is considered individually and for each classification method find its accuracy
Acc_PALL_Features[x], where x = 1,2, . . . ,193

– If the accuracy Acc_PALL_Features[x] ≥ 70%, define the feature x as the selected one from
193 features

– From the selected features, different numbers of combinations of features are classified for
each classification

– The results are recorded and the most accurate feature combination is reported for each
classification method

4. Results and discussion

To examine the proposed approach, the data collected from volunteers, and the information
obtained from the Kinect camera were processed to extract features used to classify the gender.
For classification, we used SVM with different kernel functions, KNN with different K values
and ANN with three training functions (Scaled Conjugate Gradient, Bayesian regularization,
Levenberg-Marquardt optimization). They were all used by the Leave One Out (LOO) method
to predict the gender of subjects.

Figure 5 shows the classification accuracy when the KNN classifier is used. The black dashed
line shows the accuracy when all the features are used, and the red bash-dot line shows the
accuracy when the feature set obtained by the exhaustive search giving the best accuracy is used.

The best accuracy achieved is 85.48% with K = 1 and K = 2 values, while using the following
feature combinations: Neck – Right Knee, Neck – Left Foot, Left Shoulder – Right Hip, Right
Shoulder – Right Ankle. As the k values increase, the accuracy tends to decrease – as is seen
in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. KNN classifier accuracy results for gender detection vs different K values.

In Table 1, the classification results of SVM classifier are presented. The best accuracy is
96.77% while using the MLP kernel function with seven features (Head – Right Foot, Left Shoul-
der – Right Hip, Right Shoulder – Left Foot, Spine – Right Foot, Waist – Left Foot, Left Knee –
Right Knee, and Right Knee – Left Ankle). The features are presented in Fig. 6. The distances be-
tween the cross joint points of feature combinations, which depend upon the widths of shoulder
and hip (identifiers for gender), give the best accuracy for gender detection.

Table 1. Accuracies of gender detection in the SVM classification with feature combinations giving the best performance.

Kernel
Function

All
Features

Best
Accuracy Feature Combinations Giving the Best Performance

Linear 63.33% 83.87%

Left Shoulder – Right Hip, Right Shoulder – Left Hip, Right
Shoulder – Left Foot, Spine – Left Hip, Spine – Left Foot,
Spine – Right Foot, Waist – Left Foot, Left Hip – Left Foot,
Right Hip – Left Foot, Left Knee – Right Knee, Right Knee –
Left Ankle, Right Knee – Right Foot

Quadratic 65.00% 93.55%
Head – Right Knee, Neck – Right Shoulder, Neck – Left Knee,
Left Shoulder – Left Foot, Left Knee – Right Knee, Right Knee
– Left Ankle

Polynomial 76.66% 93.55%
Neck – Right Shoulder, Left Shoulder – Right Hip, Spine –
Left Hip, Left Knee – Right Knee

RBF 5.00% 93.55%
Head – Right Knee, Neck – Right Shoulder, Neck – Left Knee,
Left Shoulder – Left Foot, Left Knee – Right Knee, Right Knee
– Left Ankle

MLP 63.33% 96.77%
Head – Right Foot, Left Shoulder – Right Hip, Right Shoulder
– Left Foot, Spine – Right Foot, Waist – Left Foot, Left Knee
– Right Knee, Right Knee – Left Ankle
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Fig. 6. A combination of features giving the best accuracy with the MLP kernel function of SVM.

As it was mentioned before, the best accuracy rates of the classification methods are obtained
with different feature combinations as inputs. Not only the number of selected features, but also
the sets of the selected features may be differentiated based on the classification methods. In
Table 1, the SVM classifier with the Linear Kernel function gives an 83.87% accuracy rate for
twelve features used as inputs. Moreover, the SVM classifier with the MLP Kernel function
gives the highest accuracy rate of 96.77% when seven features, which did not exactly match
the features used in the Linear Kernel function of SVM, were used as inputs of the classifier.
Other methods employed also different numbers of selected features to obtain the best accuracy.
But all these combinations of selected features were obtained by testing every possibility. This
process was time-consuming, thus using some methods like Fisher Discriminant Ratio would be
good to select features that give the best accuracy. In the future work, we intend to use Fisher
Discriminant Ratio or similar feature selection methods.

In Fig. 7, the accuracy results obtained with an ANN are presented according to the number
of neurons in the hidden layer, their training functions, and momentum. The training functions
are defined to update the weight and bias values according to the Scaled Conjugate Gradient
method, Bayesian regularization and Levenberg-Marquardt optimization. The best accuracy re-
sult (76.66%) is obtained with the Levenberg-Marquardt optimization training function, 35 neu-
rons in the hidden layer and the momentum value of 0.9.

From the results of the experiment, we can see that using the distances between each pair
of joint points gives a better accuracy than using the lengths of two neighbouring joint points.
The feature combination, which gives the best accuracy results, uses the distances between joint
points, which are not directly connected to each other.

We can compare our results with those of Andersson et al. [34] and Sandygulova et al. [22].
The differences between each study and our study are as follows. The study [22] was performed
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Fig. 7. Gender detection accuracy using an ANN with different parameters.

in a group of individuals between 5–18 of age and the accuracy rate was 73%. In our study,
the age range was between 20 and 60 years and the accuracy was 96.77 %. The study [34]
achieved 95% accuracy using the gait and anthropometric measurements, while we managed to
achieve 96.77% accuracy using only the anthropometric measurements. Furthermore, even when
the camera cannot see the entire body, we can predict the gender with the help of the ratio of
different joint points.

While our results are still lower than those achieved using face images (e.g. 95%, 97% and
98% in [48, 14, 49], respectively), an advantage of our approach is that we do not need high
resolution face images of a human, and the gender can still be predicted if the face images cannot
be acquired).

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a new approach to gender detection is proposed by using both anthropomet-
ric body metrics and posture of individuals. Our main contribution is that the anthropometric
measurements of a person are automatically obtained with the developed system and using a 3D
camera. The second contribution is the collection of a unique dataset of skeleton joint positional
data with the subject gender information. The dataset is available on request.

For gender detection, we have used three classifiers (KNN, SVM, and Neural Network) with
different parameters. On the basis of a dataset of records collected from 60 subjects, aged from
20 to 60, the best performance for gender detection is 96.77% achieved with the MLP kernel of
SVM classifier, while using eight selected features (Head – Right Foot, Left Shoulder – Right
Hip, Right Shoulder – Left Foot, Spine – Right Foot, Waist – Left Foot, Left Knee – Right Knee,
and Right Knee – Left Ankle).

The best accuracy is obtained for a combination of features, which does not directly depend
on the widths of shoulder and hip but is indirectly related to the widths. This approach, consider-
ing both anthropometric and postural information, is different from the previous gender detection
approaches using the gait or bone-length analysis.
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In the future work, we plan to use both anthropometric measurements and face images for
gender detection in order to increase its accuracy. Besides, we also plan to investigate whether
the anthropometric measurements can be used also for age detection.
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